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  
Abstract—the classification and extraction of knowledge 
resulting from microarrays are a growing field which gave rise to 
several research tasks, however these works have not been able 
yet to be freed with the problems dependant between relations of 
all genes implied in breast cancer's disease. Moreover, the 
suggested methods generated some limiting dependency on the 
format of the treated data and extraction knowledge method. In 
this article, we present a method of classification and extraction 
of knowledge to handle data resulting from the microarrays. This 
method makes it initially possible to classify genes or the patients 
who have similar profiles of expression, and then to interpret the 
groups obtained. It is about a coupling between an algorithm of 
classification and an algorithm of extraction's rules associations. 
This work was validated by an expert. The obtained results seem 
to be interesting and promising owing to the fact that extracted 
knowledge can be used in the clinical medium to discriminate a 
disease or the state of a patient. 
 
Index Terms— microarrays, classification, association 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
he bioinformatics is a domain in full rise ; it results from 
he need to apply algorithms of biological data to analyze 
hem[7]. Thus, the principal bioinformatics task is to 
manage, exploit and analyze the production of voluminous 
genomics data [13]. In our work, we are interested in the data 
analysis of genes or patients. The data used to carry out our 
analysis result from the microarrays: a technology 
simultaneously to analyze the activity level and the interactions 
of thousands of genes [15]. The exploitation of the voluminous 
data by means of the computer programs is essential to extract 
interesting knowledge.  
II. PROBLEMS 
The traditional data-mining is used to extract data from the 
significant clustering of the attributes (columns) or objects 
(lines) or bi-clustering. This task gave place to many works [5, 
3, 12, 1, 16, 10, 14, 6]. Nevertheless, this work is not adapted 
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to data of certain contexts to know disproportionately amongst 
attributes in front of the objects number where we find few 
columns only comparing lines, which is atypical in the field of 
data-mining [4]. 
III. RELATED WORK 
Multiple methods of classification were proposed to analyze 
the data resulting from microarrays presenting some biological 
limits. Indeed, it proves that the discovery of the relations 
between all genes is partial [15], moreover the associations 
between genes is not solved. From data processing point of 
view, for: 
- The statistical methods, although they are rather effective, 
certain works [1, 2] show that the tests on a reduced number of 
samples do not give satisfactory results for the analysis of 
differentially expressed genes. 
- The supervised classification methods, the method of K 
neared neighbors is not directly applicable to more than two 
classes[10]. Moreover, the centroid classification method is 
sensitive to the aberrant values and disturbed from the 
microarrays [16, 10]. Then for the linear discriminating 
analysis method, it is not very effective and sensitive 
corresponding to data to treat [6]. 
- The non supervised classification methods, the hierarchical 
classification method involves the main issue considering the 
interpretation of a graph as a delicate task [7]. Moreover, the 
choice of a distance from similarity is not permitted [14]. To 
avoid the limits of classification methods, we propose a 
classification and extraction of knowledge's method using 
Formal Concepts Analysis. 
 
IV. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION USED FOR THE 
CLASSIFICATION AND THE EXTRACTION OF KNOWLEDGE 
A. Binary relation 
A binary relation is a subset of the Cartesian product 
FE  . An element of a relation R is noted ),( yx , x is said 
an argument of R , and y  is an image of x by R . We note 
yRx the fact that an element x  of E  is related to an 
element y of F [8]. 
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 B. Formal context 
Let ),,( RFE be a triplet where E is a set of objects, F  is a 
set of attributes and R  is a binary relation between E and 
F called relation of incidence of C where FER  .  A 
couple Ryx ),(  means that Ex  has the attribute 
where Fy . In a context's extraction, the objects are 
indicated by numbers and the attributes by chars. We define 
two functions f  and g ,  RyxXxFyxf ii  ),(,/)(    
and  RyxYyExyg ii  ),(,/)( which form the Galois 
Connexion between the parts )(EP and )(FP  [8]. 
C. Formal concept 
Let R  be a binary relation. Let ',,', BBAA  be some 
subsets such as EAEA  ', and FBFB  ', . We say    
that the paire ),( BA  is a concept if and only if there 
exists )','( BA  such as: ''' AARBABA    and 
'BB  . For a context ),,( RFE  the paire ),( BA such as 
FBEA  , is a concept if )()( BfAf  and ABg )( ; 
with f and g are the Galois Connexion. A is called the 
extension; B  is called the intension [8]. 
D. Galois lattice 
Let R be a binary relation, T  is the whole of extracted 
concepts from this relation. ),( T  is a Galois lattice. In 
other words, the Galois lattice T for a binary relation R  is 
the whole of all extracted concepts from this relation of 
partial order   [8]. 
E. Order relation 
Let ),( 111 BARE  and ),( 222 BARE  be two concepts of 
R , ),(),( 2211 BABA  21 AA   and 21 BB  .   is a 
partial relation[8]. 
F. Graph of concepts 
Let R be a binary relation definite on the sets E and 
F . let G a set of optimal concepts obtained from the 
conceptual decomposition of R . ),( G forms a graph 
of concepts. The obtained concepts are a subset of covered 
Galois Lattice. If G would be the set of concepts, 
),( G  form a galois lattice [8]. 
G. Definitions related to associations rules 
     An association rule allows correlations between the 
elements of a formal context which are related. The rule 
ji XX   occurs in the set of transactions with a support S 
and a confidence C  such as: The support is the percentage of 
transaction which contains 
ji XX   , called P , where : 
SXXPXXSupport jiji  )()( and confidence is 
the percentage of transaction containing  iX which also 
contains 
jX , called P , where : 
CXXPXXConfidence ijji  )/()( . The rules having the 
form 
jXX  are known as relevant if Support  
MinSuppXX ji )(   and Confiance MinConfXX ji )(   
such as MinConf and MinSupp  are minimal thresholds. 
Association rules are said to be valid if the measurement of 
confidence is higher or equal to a minimal threshold, which is 
called MinConf. Two types of association rules are related to 
the measurement of confidence. Thus, a rule is called exact if 
1)(  ji XXConfidence , and a rule is known as 
approximate if 1)( ji XXConfiance  : [11, 9] 
 
V. CONTRIBUTION 
In this section we present some suggestions to explain 
the process of coupling algorithms "DCRB - INC" and 
"AprioriT ID" method. 
 
A. Structure of the method 
Our method is composed of four stages (Fig 1), namely the 
matrix transposition, the discretization of the selected data, the 
extraction of concepts from the binary relation and the 
generation of association rules. 
 
Fig.1. General principle of EC-ACF@DNA-Array 
 
Through this method, we initially compute many lines and 
columns, we use the transposed matrix in the objective to use a 
reduced number of columns compared to the number of lines 
[2]. We generate in the second time associations between 
genes or patients by using an algorithm of conceptual graph 
generation covering the associated binary relation. After that, 
we apply an algorithm generating the association’s rules to 
these concepts. 
 
a- Data organization 
We present an example of microarrays extraction context. 
G is the set of L  genes (itemsets) presenting columns of the 
matrix called concept intension. C is the set of N  conditions 
(objects) presenting line set called the concept extension. R is 
 a binary relation between C and G . This step consists in 
extracting from knowledge of transposing matrix instead of 
making the extraction starting from original data to control 
proportionately between lines and columns. 
 
b- Data selection 
The selection includes the discretization which consists in 
transforming the numerical data in a binary matrix. The form 
of discretization is established after having selected the data 
input, by using intervals of discretization published by the 
expert. As the end result depends on the choice of the 
discretization threshold, we left this task to the expert 
specialized in the domain. To classify genes, we suppose that 
each column represents a gene and that each line gives the 
results of gene level experiment measures .The genes which 
are over-expressed; in other words those which have important 
biological activities. For our study, the genes which are over 
expressed in a biological situation are coded by the Boolean 
value 1, and the others, are coded by the Boolean value 0. The 
obtained matrix form a formal context of the genes G set and 
the conditions C  set. 
 
c- Graph of concept extraction 
We generate according to algorithm DCRB- INC, the graph 
of concepts which represents in our case sub lattice of 
concepts 
                                                                                           
d- Generation of the association rules 
In the context of the microarrays extractions, we use the 
rules of association to identify groups of co-expressed genes or 
classifications of blades. Let  LG ,......,1 be the set of 
genes (itemsets) and  NL ,......,1 a set of conditions 
(objects). For our study case, a reason is an itemset presenting 
a subset of G. A reason GI   is included in an 
object CJ   , if I and J are in relation by binary 
relation R . Let an itemset  GI  , the support of itemset I 
in the formal context C ),,( RGC be defined as follows : 
)(/)()( CCardICardISupp  . 
 
B. Classification and generation of the association rules 
prototype 
This section presents the software components developed 
through a process of knowledge extraction applied to a case 
study which is Breast cancer. Through this prototype, we show 
the contributions of this practice on data containing a large 
number of attributes, like the data of genome. With this 
intention, we treat a data file rather large compound of 77 
blades of 9216 genes of breast cancer [15]. To meet this need, 
we implemented a prototype, called EC -ACF@DNArray. 
 
a- Management of data 
We use a form to be filled with the names of the input files 
(data file, file of the gene names, and files of the blade names), 
the values of the thresholds to separate the levels from kind of 
genes and the choice of the expression profile from genes or of 
the blades. Indeed, to manage the diagonal data of our case 
study, these data are standardized and cleaned for the study of 
the case of expression gene in two different cultures. We point 
out that the first culture (of reference) is marked with the green 
fluorochrome (CY3) and that of the second culture (of test) is 
with the red fluorograme (CY5): The level of gene expression 
is determined by the 
2log  of the luminous intensities between 
red fluorescence )(R  and green fluorescence )(V report's 
)/(log = M 2 VR . Thus, we start from a collection of L  
genes in N experimental different measurement forming a 
matrix from profile of gene expression. We determine the level 
of gene expression change between two samples CY3 and  
CY5. For example, a spot representing a gene in sample CY5 
must be controlled twice as much as same gene in sample  
CY3, what amounts saying that the log2 of the report is equal to 
1 or to -1. Therefore, if 1M ij  , gene i is called over regular 
under the condition j associated with culture CY5. 
If 1M1- ij  , gene i is called unregular under the condition 
j associated with culture CY5. If 1Mij  , gene i is known as 
lower regular under the condition j associated with culture 
CY5. 
 
b- Discretization 
This stage consists in generating of the context binary 
contexts structure, by carrying out the choice of the thresholds 
according to the biological instructions. We present in the 
following figure a formal context (Fig 2) to treat patients. 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Generated binary context 
 
It is the same to give of a matrix which refers to the genes and 
which represents the transposed matrix. 
 
c- Classification method of the microarrays data 
The EC-ACF@DNArray proposal is effective research tools 
genes and blood groups. During the development of our 
prototype DCRB-INC, we generated for a context (of 125 
Objects and 25 attributes) 100 concepts (Fig 3) and 246 
associations’ rules. In our case study, a bi-cluster is a node in 
 the Galois lattice. The gene group having the same profile of 
expression will be represented in the same one under tree of 
the lattice. It defines a group of co-regulated genes (resp. for 
patients) (Fig 4). 
 
Fig.3. Resulting binary context 
 
According to the obtained results, we confirm that we could 
minimize the concept number presented by the nodes 
compared to the other methods. At this level, we could reach 
our primary purpose which consists in generating the gene 
classes or the patient classes to have a certain gene 
characterization or patients. This characterization facilitates to 
the specialised in this field the making of certain decisions, 
such as the setting of the patients under the same treatment, or 
the application of certain analyzes for co-expressed gene units. 
To give more significations to the generated classes, we 
propose to release the whole association rules. It is the 
extraction of relevant knowledge starting from the 
microarrays. 
 
d-The results visualization by generating the association rules 
In our approach, we work on scanned data, quantified, and 
deferred on a matrix level gene differentially expressed. With 
this intention, we carry out gene regroupings and/or samples 
according to their expression profile. In figure (Fig 5), we 
present the association’s rules generated by the blades profiles 
where each gene plays the part of an object and each sample 
represents an attribute of gene. 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Hasse Diagram generated to classify blades 
.
 
Fig.5. Associations rules of the classified blades 
 
 We can also express the results obtained in the form of   
histogram (Fig 6). Moreover, the association rules generated 
by the gene profiles detect the whole of Co-on-expressed 
genes. For our case study, we notice that genes BRCA1, 
BRCA2, BRCATA, BRCA3, BWSCR1A, TP53 BRIP1, 
RB1CC1, RAD51, CHEK2, BARD1 are implied in the disease 
of breast cancer. Moreover, genes PPM1D, PIK3CA, AKT1, 
PALB2, CASP8, TGFB1, NQO1, HMMR, PTEN, STK11, 
ATM, NCOA3, ZNF217 are also implied in the disease but 
with a low support of confidence. 
 
 
Fig.6.   Illustration of the rules 
 
 
C. Results obtained 
To test our method, we developed a prototype where we 
examined data resulting from the micro arrays. The input of 
our prototype is the rough raw data files and the choice of the 
thresholds applied to the matrix, namely the profile of 
expression of genes or profile of expression of blades. The 
prototype discretizes the data, selects the data in which the 
specialist is interested then extracted the concepts by applying 
algorithm DCRB-INC and generates the association rules. 
Indeed, a concept includes genes which are over-expressed in 
the same experiments. If the appearing experiments in the 
extension share same properties, so again, we can make 
assumptions on genes possible. Moreover, one gene (or an 
experiment) can appear in several concepts (in opposition to 
what occurs the” clustering in the case of”). If the biologist is 
interested in a particular gene, we can thus study according to 
the biological situations which are the genes related to this 
one. Currently, the results which we obtained seem to be 
promising. In fact, our classification enabled us to raise what 
follows : the obtained classes by our method and organized in 
the lattice form the interpretation of our results make easier by 
the biologist thanks to the lattice structure. These results 
appear important the fact that such an information can be used 
in the clinical medium. 
VI. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented our method of knowledge 
generation considered to be relevant by the expert starting 
from the data resulting from the microarrays. The suggested 
method generates conceptual graph either for the blades 
(individuals, or experiments), or for genes, as it can generate 
the whole of the association rules. To achieve this purpose, we 
selected data to which we applied a thresholding to release the 
binary context, and association rules relative to this concept 
lattice. We evaluated our work by making tests on real data 
files provided by Pasteur institute of Lille 2. Moreover, the 
interpretation of the results seems to be more reliable 
compared with former works. 
FUTURE WORKS 
This work permits to consider several prospects. Indeed, it 
would be interesting to finalize this work on other biological 
data by exploiting other diseases and while referring large 
number of accessible knowledge on the Web by experts, 
annotated by a several properties and this by considering 
scaling. Moreover, we propose to cover the subject of 
classification under-constraints to take account of the 
constraint types with the level of individuals such as the 
constraint” must-link” (two individuals must be in the same 
class) and the constraint”cannot-link” (two individuals should 
not be placed in the same class). Finally, to improve the 
quality of analysis, while considering the semantic aspect 
between the objects, what could play a big role in the 
classification and classes modeling to improve quality of the 
partition in clusters objects. 
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